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The Rise of Electric Bicycles
History in the U.S.
In 1897, and again in 1898 electric bicycles were documented with U.S. patents. In
1899 U.S. Patent 627,066 depicted a rear-wheel friction “roller-wheel” style drive electric
bicycle. However, history also shows that none of these patents lead to commercially
viable consumer products.
Electric Bicycles were introduced to the American market in the 1980’s, but didn’t gain
commercial viability until 1996 with the Electric Bicycle Company announcing a joint
venture with Sanyo to manufacture a friction drive electric bicycle in a plant in Mexico,
utilizing a frame supplied by Giant and sales through automobile dealerships and
service through Giant bicycle dealers.
By January 1997 the Electric Bicycle Company announced it was filing for Chapter 11
bankruptcy protection. In mid-June 1997 Lee Iacocca, retired Chairman of Chrysler
announces formation of EV Global Motors to sell light electric vehicles – two-wheeled,
three-wheeled and scooters, first in Asia and eventually in the U.S. by June 1998.
Iacocca set-up U.S. sales through automobile dealerships, but ran into product, pricing
and battery issues that eventually lead to EV Global Motors focusing on light-electric
four-wheel carts and electric cars.
Overall, electric bicycles or E-Bikes lost some of the interest they generated at the end
of the last decade because of overall weight, charging time for batteries and the
problems associated with disposal of batteries.
ZAP emerged as the most visible brand, and in 2000 we estimate ZAP to be the largest
seller with approximately 5,000 bicycle units.
ZAP filed for chapter 11 protection in 2001 and emerged from bankruptcy in 2002 and is
estimated to have lost at least half of its unit volume. TH!NK Mobility, the Ford Motor
Company subsidiary withdrew from the electric bicycle market in 2001.
This U.S. niche market for electric bicycles declined steadily and was estimated at no
more than 2,000 units in 2002.
By 2001 the terms e-bike, power bike, pedelec, pedal-assisted, and power-assisted
bicycle were commonly used to refer to e-bikes in Europe, Asia and North America.
However, the history of electric bicycles is very different between America and the rest
of the world.
From 2000 forward electric bicycles and Europe and Asia have grown steadily, to the
point that electric bicycles are the single largest selling bicycle segment in most EU
countries and a top tier segment in Japan and China.
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Since 2003 sales in the U.S. have been slow, but with emphasis on smaller, lighter and
faster recharging batteries and more efficient electric components confidence has been
increasing and accordingly, so have sales in the U.S. market.
Distance anxiety, or users being concerned about getting 10 miles or so from home and
finding their battery drained and having to ride back using pedal power only has also
been almost eliminated with 30 mile trip distances on a single charge, with longer
distances possible by improved software management and riding mode selection.
IZIP by Currie Technologies has emerged as a re-launched product in the U.S. E-bike
market, along with Giant, who has been patient and continually made improvements to
its line of E-bikes.
IZIP and Currie Technologies were purchased by Accell Group, a Dutch company that
is the largest supplier of brand name bicycles, including electric bicycles to the
European market. Accell Group also owns Raleigh, and the Redline and Torker bicycle
brand names in the U.S. and in April of 2013 consolidated its North American bicycle
brands into Accell North American, or ANA.
Overall weight of electric bicycles has been steadily coming down as the components
and styling has improved.
There are many factors that have triggered a renewed interest in, and increasing sales
of electric bicycles in the U.S., including the aging of the population coupled with the
desire of aging baby boomers to be mobile while growing healthier and living longer.
Some combination of these demographic changes are highly likely to trigger the next
surge in the sale of electric bicycles, which didn’t emerge as strongly in 2012 or 2013 as
originally thought, but will definitely take off as a part of the future Micromobility
movement over the next two to three years.
Retail pricing of electric bicycles in the U.S. ranges from $500 to $8,000+ with an
average in 2018 estimated at $2,067 for all channels of trade.
The bike shop and specialty outdoor channels averaged $2,033 at wholesale cost to
retailer and an estimated $3,500 at retail.
In 2018 ebikes were the strongest selling retail category in the bike shop and specialty
outdoor channels that together accounted for 19-percent of all new bicycles sales and
63-percent of annual new bicycle direct effect retail dollars.
The U.S. bicycle market is much different than the European bicycle market that it is
often erroneously compared to. With this said, ebikes will grow to become a major
product segment in the American bicycle business, but we seriously doubt that it will
gain the market share realized in bicycle friendly countries like Holland and Germany.
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The data
Our current estimates for e-bike unit sales for the last 19-years, from 2000 through 2018
are shown in Chart A blow.
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As we have already noted 2017-2018 saw a big surge in sales of electric bicycles, with
a market share estimated at 2-percent in 2017 and 3-percent in 2018.
The U.S. market for e-bikes reached 263,000 units in 2017, according to the Light
Electric Vehicle Association (LEVA). LEVA maintains close tabs on the e-bike market
and found that suppliers imported 215,000 e-bikes into the U.S. in 2017, and estimates
that an additional 15,000 were built from parts by various U.S. assemblers.
The LEVA analysis totaled 263,000 ebikes sold at retail to U.S. consumers in 2017 and
Human Powered Solutions estimates that 2018 retail sales of ebikes increased to
535,000 units resulting in a 3-percent market share.
Based on the retail sales surge in 2017 and 2018 HPS is forecasting that the break-out
year for sales of electric bicycles as measured by a market share between 4 and 5percent in the U.S. is still two to three years away, as shown in Chart B.
The European and Asian electric bicycle brands and manufacturers have joined forces
with the American brands, the Bicycle Product Suppliers Association, PeopleForBikes,
the largest non-profit advocacy organization and Interbike the major North American
bicycle business trade show, which is owned by Emerald Expositions to conduct
industry seminars, lobby and promote electric bicycles in 2018. (Please note that
Emerald Expositions announced on December 6, 2018 that it had cancelled the 2019
Interbike Show.
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A feature of the Interbike trade show through 2018 has been The Circuit, a large exhibit
and electric bicycle demonstration area on the show floor that was produced by
ExtraEnergy Services North America, and subsidiary of ExtraEnergy headquartered in
Tanna, Germany.
Smaller versions of The Circuit have been featured at the CABDA Expos and this form
of promotion has helped to gain bike shop and specialty bicycle retail interest in and
support for electric bicycles.
Including ebikes as a part of bike-share systems choices in more U.S. cities has, we
believe, had a positive impact on the increase in consumer purchases of ebikes and
data from the National Association of City Transportation Officials (NACTO) shows that
were ebikes are available they average 15 rides per day during higher ridership months
compared to 5 rides per day for pedal only ride-share bikes from the same system.
Of note is the growth of various forms of electric assist among all the other categories of
bicycles offered in the U.S. This growth is in the form of retro-fit kits and options offered
by bicycle brands.
Types and styles
There are currently four-types of ebikes in the retail offerings to U.S. consumers, front
hub drive, rear hub drive, mid-drive and integrated frame / crank systems.
All the types of ebikes have a CPU, or computer incorporated in the on-board operating
system. There are two common electrical systems, 36 Volt (V) and 48
Volt (V).
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All ebike systems share some form of the following components:
Battery: 36V or 48V 11AH Lithium-ion Battery with an Integrated Controller and
Charger.

Electric Motor: 36V or 48V 350W, Brushless Geared or Gearless Motor

Controller: 36V or 48V 17A
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Display: LCD with Integrated USB port

Throttle is optional; where specified the throttle will be Thumb or Twist

Average ebike range is 20 miles to 30 miles on a single battery charge. Range can
increase significantly to 30-60 miles with pedal assist mode selection, regulating the
power draw on the battery.
The system specifications of ebikes has greatly expanded the technical knowledge
required for set-up and after sales service and both ebike brands and component
suppliers like Bosch and Shimano have joined with the U.S. bicycle industry and trade
associations to provide ongoing ebike service schools and seminars both at locations
around the country, trade shows and via the web
Front Hub Systems
Front hub systems tend to be in the lowest price range for ebikes. They are generally
well-designed ebikes because of the weight, and primarily the drive force added to the
front wheel. Front hub systems also lend themselves to specialty bicycles like the fattire adult tri-wheeler shown below.
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Rear Hub Systems
Rear hub systems are more common than front hub systems but do require more
attention to design and component integration and compatibility.

Mid-Drive Systems

Mid-Drive systems were the first type of ebike designs and technology introduced to the
American market in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s by primarily Japanese companies
like Panasonic, Sanyo and Yamaha.
As the name implies, the drive motor is located at the junction of the down-tube and
seat mast and incorporates the ebikes crank-set and chain. According to the engineers
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we have talked to this is the most popular of the ebike drive systems and is also the
most efficient.
Speed and torque sensors are common to ebike systems, but Mid-Drive systems
incorporate smart torque sensors that communicate with the CPU and determine when
the rider needs more, or less electric assist.
While throttles are common with hub drive systems, they are not common with MidDrive systems, some of which have no throttle and rely totally on the systems torque
sensors determine how much electric assist is required.
Accordingly, Mid-Drive equipped ebikes are at the top end of the retail price range.
Integrated Frame / Crank Systems

Integrated Frame / Crank Systems started with electric motors built into seat masts and
mechanically driving the crank set spindle with the battery located in the water bottle.
Such systems were built into high-end road and mountain bikes and were sometimes
referred to as “mechanical doping” since they were associated with “cheating the wind.”
During 2018 compact down tube drive motors that integrate the battery into the down
tube in tandem with the motor were introduced and quickly adapted by high-end road
brands in the $7000 to $9,000+ retail price range.
Law and regulation
With ebikes emerging in 2015 as the most rapidly growing segment in what was
otherwise the flat U.S. bicycle market, the need to have uniform legislation and
regulation across the 50 states covering electric bicycles became an imperative to
insure future growth.
The American bicycle industry agreed that the definition of an electric bicycle was the
most important legislative and regulatory objective. A coalition was formed of both U.S.
domestic and foreign companies and brands doing business in the U.S.
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In 2015, the international bicycle industry coalition organized manufacturers and
suppliers to establish three ebike classifications based on the product from Europe that
was sold in the U.S. and consistent with the U.S. federal regulations governing domestic
ebike manufacturing and sales in the U.S.
E-bikes were organized into three classes, which separated low-speed ebikes from
higher-powered ebikes and unified the process of establishing regulations for the use of
each class, as follows:
Electric Bicycle is defined to mean a bicycle equipped with fully operable pedals and an
electric motor of less than 750 watts that meets the requirements of one of the following
three classes:
Class 1: an electric bicycle equipped with a motor that provides assistance only
when the rider is pedaling, and that ceases to provide assistance when the
bicycle reaches the speed of 20 miles per hour.
Class 2: an electric bicycle equipped with a motor that may be used exclusively
to propel the bicycle, and that is not capable of providing assistance when the
bicycle reaches the speed of 20 miles per hour.
Class 3: an electric bicycle equipped with a motor that provides assistance only
when the rider is pedaling, and that ceases to provide assistance when the
bicycle reaches the speed of 28 miles per hour.
Where necessary, Electric bicycles are excluded from other definitions such as “motor
vehicle” or “moped.” An electric bicycle or an operator of an electric bicycle are afforded
all the rights and privileges, and are subject to all of the duties, of a bicycle or the
operator of a bicycle. An electric bicycle is a vehicle to the same extent as a bicycle.
An electric bicycle or a person operating an electric bicycle is not subject to the
provisions of state law or regulation relating to financial responsibility, driver’s licenses,
registration, certificates of title, registration, insurance, off-highway vehicles and license
plates. An electric bicycle is not a motor vehicle.
Ten states now have the same e-bike law with minor variations. California led the way in
2016, followed by Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, Illinois, Michigan, Tennessee, Utah,
Washington, and the most recent state to adopt, Connecticut. Bills are pending in Ohio
and Pennsylvania. (As of July 2018), as shown in Chart C.
Note that there are still 17 state, in red that are labeled “Problematic” as concerns state
law regulating ebikes.
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Chart C

Source: Bicycle Product Supplier Association (BPSA)

New companies and brands to the U.S. electric bicycle market and business
Table 1 shows the major bike supplier brands to the specialty bicycle retail, or bike shop
channel of trade that offer ebikes in their product selection.
Table 1
Specialty Bicycle Retail (Bike Shops)
Major Bike Suppliers Offering ebikes
Trek Bicycle Corp.
Electra
Giant Bicycle Inc.
Specialized
Accell North American Group
Raleigh America
Torker
Haibike
Currie Tech
Cycling Sports Group/Dorel
Schwinn
Cannondale
J&B Importers
Sun Bicycles

Advanced Sport Group
Fuji
Quality Bicycle Products
Surly
Plus over 170 additional brands and
suppliers (Note: some ebike brands are
dealer direct and others are consumer
direct.)

Source: Electric Bike Review (EBR); Human Powered Solutions analysis

While the vast majority – 12 out of 13 brands – are well established bicycle suppliers to
the specialty bicycle dealer channel in the U.S. Table 2 lists an additional 170
companies and brands offering ebikes.
Some of the 170 brands in table 2 are dealer direct and others are consumer direct, but
they represent and embryonic market segment that is on the verge of real growth.
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Table 2
Electric Bicycle Companies and Brands North America
8Fun
AddMotoR
Ariel Rider
benelli
Big Cat
Biria
BM E-Bikes
Brompton
California Bicycle Factory
CIVI Bikes
Cube
Dahon
Desiknio
DJ Bike
E-Lux Electric Bikes
Emotion Electric Bikes by BH
eflow
Electra Bicycle Company
Emazing
eProdigy
ebike
evo
eZip
Fantic
Flash
FlyKly
Freway
Gazelle
Gocycle
Haibike
Hill Topper
iGO
Jolt
Kalkhoff
Lapierre
M1 Sport
Magnum
MAXFOOT
Moustache
OHM Electric Bike
Organic Transit
Pedego Electric Bikes
Piaggio
Polaris eBikes
Propella
Qualisports
Revelo
Riese & Muller
Schwinn
Smart
eSolex
SSR Motorsports
Sun Bicycles
Surface 504
Torker
Urban Arrow
Velec
Vintage Electric
Volton Bicycles
Worksman Cycles
Yuba

A2B
Aerobic Cruiser
Aventon
benno
Biktrix
Biruni
bodhi
Bulls
Cannondale
coboc
Currie Tech
Day 6 Bicycles
Diamondback
E-Glide
E-Mazing Innovations
Ecco Bike
EG
Electric Bike Co.
Energie Cycles
Espin
EVELO Electric Bicycles
eVox
F4W by Hero
Faraday
Flight
Focus
FTH Power
genZe by Mahindra
Grace
Hebb
HP Velotechnik
IZIP eBikes
Juiced Bikes
Kranked
Leisger
M2S Mountain to Sea
Mando
MOAR
Ness Electric Bikes
OPTIBIKE
Outrider USA
Pegasus
PIM Bicycles
Populo
Public
RAD Power Bikes
Revolve
RiiDe
Scott
Smart Motion
Sondors ebike
Stealth Electric Bikes
Sun Seekers
Surly
Trek
Van Moof
VeloMini
Virtue Cycles
Wallerang
Xtracycle
Zehus

Source: Electric Bike Review (EBR); Human Powered Solutions analysis
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add-e
Amego
@electron
Besv
Biomega
Blix
Box Bike
Butchers & Bicycles
CERO
Corretec
Cutler Cycles
Day Mak
Dillenger
E-Joe
eRad
Emotion
Elby
Electro Bike
Enzo eBike
Eunorau
Everly
EZ Pedaler
Falco
Felt Electric
FLX Bike
Ford
Fu ji
Giant
Green World Bike
Hi-Power Cycles
IES
Jetson
Junto
KTM Bike Industries
Lithium Cycles
M55 Bike
Marrs Electric
Motiv
Nicolai
Orbea
Oyama
Pesu
Platinum
Prodecotech
Pure Cycles
Raleigh
Ridekick
Rubbee
ShareRoller
Snelheid Cycles
Specialized
Stromer
Superpedestian
Tern
Trival
Vela Bikes
Vilano
Vult Bike
Watseka
Yamaha Power Assist
Zeitgeist

Electric Bicycle Segment Caught-Up in U.S. / China Trade War
In the month of July 2018 a trade war erupted between the U.S. and China, the source
country for a very high percentage of compete ebikes and ebike motors sold in and
used to fabricate ebikes assembled in the American market.
On August 7, 2018 the United States Trade Representative announced that the round of
tariff increases that included ebikes and ebike motors had been approved.
This meant that tariffs on electric bicycles imported under Harmonized Tariff Schedule
(HTS) headings 8711.60.00 or 8711.90.01 increase from zero to an import tariff of 25
percent.
Tariffs on e-bike motors imported under HTS heading 8501.31.40 increased from four
percent to 29 percent. The tariffs went into effect on August 23, 2018 and are still being
imposed and collected as this report is being completed in early May 2019.
Because of inventory and the anticipation of the 25-percent tariff ebikes and ebike
motors were imported into the U.S. and consumer prices at retail were not dramatically
affected or increased through most of 2018.
However, the impact of the 25-percent tariff will begin to be felt in consumer pricing as
ebike brands decide if they will absorb all or a portion of the increase in their cost, or
pass some or all of the increase on to retailers and consumers in the form of price
increases.
It is too early to determine what impact this will have on future sales of ebikes and we
can only wait to see what the sales data from the market shows.
Despite this potential dampener, the natural growth trends for the ebike market in the
U.S. remain positive and the probability of substantial growth going forward remains
high.
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What makes HPS Different?


We concluded there is a real need for the truth and a clear view of the
future based on the available facts – delivered quickly and in an actionable
way do clients can take the actions that are in their best interests.



We don’t believe in management by hope as a business strategy!

HPS Is Ready To Help Assess Your Needs!


Contact HPS and schedule an Assessment: There is no cost to you and HPS
will follow lup with helpful white papers or a written proposal detailing how you
will benefit from our knowledge and expertise.
Contact:

Brad Hughes
Managing Director
Human Powered Solutions
brad@humanpoweredsolutions.com
1-805-901-9772
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